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1. BACKGROUND AND ACTUALITY OF THE RESEARCH STUDY 
 

1.1 Actuality of the subject 
 
The heavy price competition, which is generated partly by low cost airlines, and 

the general economic problems of air transport industry make more carefully cost 
utilization necessary, by keeping the strong safety and other regulations. Reduction of 
crew failures is also required, because not only economic issues, but also safety is 
getting more and more important. 

There are many delays because of the dynamic growth of air transportation, and 
theses have not only serious economic effects, but also require faster and more precise 
crew optimisation. The performance of passenger air transportation in the countries of 
EU15 grew by 400% between 1980 and 2000, while the second highest growth was 
road passenger transportation only by 160%. The high rate of delays was mainly 
caused by the airlines themselves (nearly 50%), and caused an additional cost of 3..5 
billion Euros, considering total European air traffic. Additional crew cost has a big 
share in this total delay cost. 

Air transport market is also changing: the number of airlines, especially low cost 
carriers is rapidly growing, which makes competition heavier. Only the enhancement 
of service level and reduction of fares can keep good market position, but the last one 
requires reduction of specific costs. This changed situation enhances the importance of 
crew planning, and emphasises more productive and effective work organisation. 
Crew builds one of the highest costs among costs of an airline, and this high rate 
makes crew planning also from economic side important. 

Human management is becoming important at many companies only nowadays, 
and they realise that assigning persons to jobs doesn’t mean the usage of all available 
possibilities. Human resource management is much more complex than this, so it must 
be integrated into the whole strategic and tactical planning process of the company. 

Crew planning must fulfill the complex system of requirements, and this makes 
the procedure difficult. During the planning process of the aircrew, different objective 
systems often have contradictory objectives. 

Summarised, complex modelling of crew planning, and more effective 
organisation based on the results of the models are required by the dynamic growth of 
civil air transportation, the high rate of crew costs, and the important role of crew in 
the transportation. Considering the last one, safety, avoiding irregularities, and costs 
are of special importance. 

  

1.2 Literature review 
 
Despite of the importance of crew planning, there are no general researches that 

meet complex conditions about the determination of the total required number of staff 
and about their optimisation. Systems used by airlines are also able only to generate 
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sub-optimums, and don’t take into account complex objective systems. Considering 
the whole air transport business, focusing on more effective operation and cost 
reduction, following main areas are researched: 

- Airport: increment of airport capacities, airport charging. 
- Air navigation: optimisation of navigation systems, harmonisation of 

sectors. 
- Airline: general operation, fuel policy, yield management, marketing. 
- Aircraft: environment friendly aircrafts, extended capacity and flight time. 

It is clear that crew problems are less researched in the whole world. This topic is 
also present in EU frame programmes that summarise European knowledge: they 
often emphasise that air transport is generally the less researched area out of all 
transport modes. 

Researchers have dealt with the change of the air transport market since 
liberalisation, and lately since the spread of low budget airlines. Looking at European 
literature, Malanik was one the first authors who dealt with this situation. He 
forecasted that world wide networks and national carriers would be endangered by low 
cost airlines [Mal99]. Legeza dealt with the effects of market deregulation and 
liberalisation [Leg00]; Adler and her workmates analysed the benefits offered by this 
free market, emphasizing the change of competition [Adl01b]. Doganis analysed the 
general change of the market [Dog01], and many researchers have dealt with low cost 
airlines after this. Important from these works are the one by Stewart and Michaels 
[Ste03], and Gross and Schröder [Gro05]. Stewart analysed the effects of market 
growth, while Gross preferred effective operation and cost reduction. Hansson 
published in 2002 a study about factors and new way of thinking that can help airlines 
to avoid deficit and to have further successes [Han02]. 

Among others, Andreu dealt with the problems caused by new operating models 
of airports [And02]. Adler analysed the possibilities of hub and spoke operation 
[Adl01a]. 

The general importance of crew management and its tasks was firstly published in 
the ’60-s by Lopez [Lop68] and Saltzman [Sal69]. Since then, many researchers have 
dealt with the actuality of exercises and solutions for problems of human resources 
[Thi81; Arn98]. The study of Doeringer is very important because of its complex 
analyses and new approach method [Doe71]. Drumm gave a complex summary of 
crew tasks [Dru92]. 

The need of analyses of pilot failures, and the reasons of these failures was first 
published in the ’70-s [Rol76]. Hurst made the first revolutionary study about pilot 
failures [Hur78], he analysed all known human factors and their effect on failures. 
Many researchers analysed the possibilities of avoiding failures focusing on technical, 
organisational and communicational issues. Beaty focused on accident analyses 
[Bea96], Helmreich on working conditions in the cockpit [Hel99], emphasising the 
lack of proper communication [Hel03], Rohács on technical issues [Roh03]. Gausz 
gave a summary on Hungarian flight safety data [Gau02]. 

Among others, Beck paid attention to the danger because of radiation [Bec02]. In 
that time, general investigations were started about the relationship between flights 
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and danger of radiation, and the base for that was an expansive American study 
[Faa03]. 

Lavoie dealt with the mathematical approach of crew assignment [Lav88]; he 
elaborated simply models not exclusively for the special system of air transportation. 
Yu dealt with the possibilities of optimisation in air transportation [Yu98], and later 
Lettovsky and Nemhauser [Joh00]. These studies were born at the end of the ’90-s, 
and they tried to determine the assignment for flights by ignoring complex parameters 
and the total usefulness of operation. Researchers often built models for an airline, and 
ignored also the problem of the total required staff and complex parameters. Alamdari 
emphasised the need of cost reduction [Ala97]. In 2002, Johnson [Joh02], and later 
Hilb [Hil03] paid attention to the need of integrated dealing of crew tasks. 

Szidarovszky [Szi03] also dealt with crew planning based on game theory, but this 
approach is not acceptable for airlines. 

 
Based on the study and analysis of all relevant literature, the object I propose to 

myself was to analyse the subject in my dissertation in a complex way. 
 

2. OBJECTIVE AND METHOD OF THE RESEARCH 
 
In my dissertation, the main objective was to analyse the role of crew 

management, and develop a new crew-planning model. In the first step I made 
analysis about the importance of crew planning, by emphasising costs. 

I analysed the parameters of crew, and factors that influence crew management. 
One part of them comes from the structure of the schedule and market characteristic, 
but basic limitations are set by international and national regulations. I dealt also with 
the complexity of pilots’ decision and sources of failures, because flight safety is 
influenced very much by human factors, and the highest part of accidents can be 
accounted for wrong human decision or action. 

My goal was to develop models for determining total required number of crew, by 
taking into account complex economical and operational conditions, and also the 
stochastic property of influencing factors. 

I developed models for optimal assignment of the crew to flights based on linear 
programming, and I analysed the applicability through examples. In the first step I 
dealt with the assignment of logical crew groups, started from all theoretically 
possible combinations. After this, I assigned concrete individuals to these optimal 
groups. In this phase I had the object to develop a model that doesn’t only take into 
account economical, but work-sociological factors, too. 

Finally, I analysed the question of the need of re-planning in case of irregularities, 
in which phase one important task was to identify additional costs. 

 
Phases of creating the model are in the following flowchart. 
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Phases of creating the model 

 

3. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 
 
Results achieved during my research can be summarised into five theses 

(references of the theses and equations to the dissertation can be found only in the 
Hungarian version of this book).  

 
1. In order to make crew planning more efficient I’ve identified and classified 

the complex conditions that influence optimisation, by emphasising the 
safety of transportation.   
Most important influencing factors are following:  

- working time limitations, 
- fleet of the airline, 
- location of crew bases, 
- limitations for airports, 
- predefined crew groups, 
- crew requests, 
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- special requirements for long haul flights, 
- network structure, 
- other reasons that cannot be forecasted. 

Choose the right persons and their training is very important also from the side 
of the safety of air transportation. The high rate of accidents because of the 
failure of aircrew has following reasons: inadequate attention (22%), too much 
self-confidence (19%), bad flying technique (18%), others (41%). In another 
classification, 50% of pilot failure accidents are because of wrong decision. 
Based on the analysis of the decision process of the crew and on the external 
effects, I found out that optimal cockpit systems and air navigation must 
primarily minimise the chance of dangerous situations, by ensuring ergonomical 
and healthy working environment, and by emphasising economical operation and 
keeping the schedule. 
One part of accidents is because of the lack of teamwork and of inadequate 
communication. During the training and working, enough attention must be paid 
to the usage of all human, information and instrumental resources to fulfil flights 
efficient and safe. In order to enhance safety, recognition and communication of 
reasons of failures, and developing solution strategies must be a part of the 
training. An appropriate training and monitoring package can enhance 
performance and safety. 
 

2. I’ve elaborated the model of determining total number of aircrew based on 
economical calculations. By examining the differences in the results with 
optimal and real data, I’ve analysed the practical adaptability of the model. 
The newly elaborated crew-planning model gives base for crew management 
strategies. In the first step of this phase, I analysed the influencing factors on the 
total crew number. After this, I elaborated the adaptability of working time 
formula that doesn’t take into account complex parameters (not a bit economical 
ones), and of Doeringer formula that takes into account economical effects, for 
air transportation. 
I determined the Doeringer formula’s development in the following: 

  (1) 
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where: 
 LBR: number of crew [persons]; 
 DC: direct cost of one-hour flight [HUF/hr]; 
 Tf: flying time [hrs/flight]; 
 rcc: share of crew cost among direct costs [%]; 
 NK: capacity of the aircraft [persons/flight]; 
 LF: load factor of the aircraft [%]; 
 ρ: tariff of one way flight [HUF/person/flight]; 
 f: number of flights [flights]; 
 aI: investment for one unit product [HUF/HUF]; 
 q: yearly increment of service [%]; 
 TPR: yearly working time [hrs/person]; 
 b: cost of the work [HUF/hr]; 
 t: the examined period; 
 i: years since the last examined period. 

 
The result of the comparative analysis of Doeringer and working time formula 
shows that real situation can be modelled much better with the developed 
Doeringer formula. The reserves can be discovered, which should be used to 
ensure better optimisation. 
Taking into account stochastic effects can modify crew number, and this requires 
different strategies from the airlines. 
 

3. I’ve elaborated a multi-phased, multi-criteria model that prefers economical 
parameters based on linear programming to assign crew groups optimal to 
flights.  
In the first phase of determining and adapting the optimal crew-planning model, 
the optimisation is not for individuals but for logical groups. I determined the 
required number for flights, by having the cost minimum objective. Cost is 
expressed with the decision factor whether a group is used in the solution or not. 
This cost parameter is binary depending on the usage of the crew group on the 
given flight, and it doesn’t depend on the flight time or on other factors. I used 
daily periodicity in the model. 
I determined a linear programming based model, according to the following 
basic correspondence: 
 
The objective function: 

   (2) 

Constraints:  

   (3) 
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   (4) 

   (5) 

where: 
 P: set of crew groups, 
 F: set of flights, 
 cp: cost of group p., 
 xp: decision factor of group p.,  
 αfp: assignment factor that has a value of 1, if group p. performs flight f.;  
  0 otherwise, 
 nf: number of crew groups required for flight f., 
 J: set of working time constraints, 
 mjp: actual working time of group p., 
 mj: working time constraints. 

 
The objective function means the minimisation of crew costs, and the constraints 
require the meeting of persons’ number and working time requirements. 
In the first step of the adaptability of the model, I determined all possible group 
combination through an example. I determined the set of feasible groups and 
their combination, by taking into account practical constraints. 
The extended and developed models allow multi-phased, real optimisation by 
binary or other values, and by considering daily fix salary or depending on flying 
time. 
 

4. I’ve elaborated models for optimisation of individuals, based on economical, 
work-sociological and other usefulness factors. 
The individual allocation can be solved with the help of this model, by 
simultaneous maximisation of usefulness and work-sociological factors. Parallel 
to this, we can minimise costs, but this is the dual problem of the previous one. 
As a synthesis of the model system, I joined the optimum of groups and 
individuals, on the basis of the following linear programming model: 
 
Objective function: 

  (6) 

Constraints:       

  (7) 
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  (8) 

  (9) 

where: 
 m: number of crew groups (an element of the set is: i), 
 n: number of individuals (an element of the set is: j), 
 xij: decision factor, whether person j. is assigned to group i. or not, 
 uij: usefulness of person j. in group i.. 

 
The model takes into account the usefulness of common working, but we must 
mention that common working can become a routine in time, and this debases 
safety strongly. 
 

5. Frequent deviations from the planned schedule because of irregularities 
require the elasticity of crew assignment, and require the usage of fast and 
efficient re-planning models. 
Further development possibility of the model is the question of re-planning. The 
schedule rarely happens as planned; therefore open flights must be covered as 
soon as possible. It is a difficult problem, because – if possible – the whole 
schedule must be taken into account by the optimisation. 
The objective in this situation is to minimise additional costs, effects on 
passengers, minimise cancelled flights. Additional cost can be calculated by 
following basic equation: 

  (10) 

where: 
 ∆cp: additional cost of group p., 
 cp’: cost after re-planning, 
 cp0: originally planned cost, 
 ε: subjective weight factor to motivate the keep of the original assignment.  

 
The objective function requires the minimisation of all additional costs, which 
are following: 

- crew cost of the performed flights, 
- deficit from cancelled flights, 
- transfer of free crew to the base airport, 
- transfer of the new crew. 
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4. EXPEDIENCE OF NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS, POSSIBILITY 
 OF FURTHER RESEARCHES 

 
The models I elaborated can help airlines to reduce crew cost, and emphasise also 

flight safety. Parallel to cost reduction, optimal work organisation will be also 
possible. Safety can be improved by integrating the work-sociological factors, because 
long-term common working of good groups is safe and efficient and enhances service 
level, too. But it must be dealt with carefully, and we must avoid routine. By using 
usefulness factors, this safety parameter can be expressed, and is an objective in the 
model. 

Models optimising total crew number can help discover reserves, because real and 
optimal data can be compared. 

Considering stochastic factors and identifying additional costs during re-planning 
can help elaborate flexible strategies in case of irregularities. 

The question of re-planning shows the need of further researches: the usage of 
other influencing factors can extend optimisation methods. Further discussion of this 
issue shows the step-by-step construction of the model. 

Approach based on marginal cost means another further developing possibility. It 
can be examined, how optimal crew number and assignment are influenced by the 
growth of the number of aircraft types, and what is the optimal schedule and crew 
structure that minimise average and marginal cost. 

I would like to give the answer for these questions in my further research work. 
Further usage possibility of the results is in education; those can be integrated into 

the thematic of professional subjects. 
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Web based sources 
 

Eurocontrol:  http://www.eurocontrol.int 
EASA: http://www.easa.eu.int 
IATA:  http://www.iata.org 
JAA: http://www.jaa.nl 
Accident data: http://www.planecrashinfo.com/cause.htm 
Eurostat: http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int 
British Airways: http://www.britishairways.com 
EasyJet: http://www.easyjet.com 
Lufthansa: http://www.lufthansa.com 
Malév: http://www.malev.hu 
Ryanair: http://www.ryanair.com 
WizzAir: http://wizzair.com 
World Health Organization: http://www.who.int 
 


